Summary of Changes: CR Draft 8b & CR Draft 9

- General formatting and numbering changed to break things into larger sections.
- Table under 59-C-15.12 was removed because it seemed to indicate that CR zones were like CBD zones, i.e., CR-1, CR-2, ... CR-8.
- Land use table was inserted in 59-C-15.221.
- Affordable housing calculations were removed.
- MPDU incentive density numbers were removed and reference to Chapters 22A and 22B was put in.
- Any other incentive that provided an exemption from floor area was changed to floor area incentive because of calculation problems.
- Grandfathering provisions took the place of “saving” provisions and a line about being credited for previous amenities was put in.

Draft 10 is underway. This draft is being edited for the zoning text amendment and will have more significant changes. It will be posted approximately one week before a public hearing on the 25th of June.